
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
                   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

The Elizabeth Hunter™ Insights into the Card Carrying 1016 Enhancer 
 

  I hardly enjoy mainstream movies because we successfully predict the 

rest of the movie as we go on watching it. I get an urge to say “I told you this 

would happen!” every time something we predicted happens. But I have to 

shut up because it is pissing people off. 

 

I always end up finding different solutions to curb the chaos and confusion 

I encounter in daily life. Then I go on a tirade about how it can be improved or 

avoided but, even after having all the right ideas, I cannot do anything about it 

and that’s really irritating. 

 

I vanish off the face of the Earth for 10 hours straight, not even realizing 

it. When all my friends later ask me where I went, I’m not able to explain that I 

got busy doing or reading something interesting. I didn’t feel like being disturbed. 

 

My extrovert friends don’t understand why I cannot go out every day. It’s 

mentally draining. I need some time by myself to relax and think. I then mentally 

prepare for the next outing. 

 

When I state my extremely liberal opinion about something I watch 

people’s mouths drop. Like no, there’s nothing wrong with the way I think. You 

lot are too wrapped up in the mainstream culture to look beyond it. 

 

I tend to block out external sounds and that’s great when I need to get 

some work done It’s not great when there’s a person standing next to me, or even 

on the phone, talking on and on and on about something and I have no idea what 

they said because I was busy thinking. 

 

My mouth really needs a ‘harsh and cruel things’ filter because I’m just 

trying to be straightforward and honest but more often than not I just end up 

saying the bitter truths the other person doesn’t want to hear. Sometimes I know 

I’m being harsh and I should maybe not be that honest, but I can’t stop it. 
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 As much as I love to debate and argue, there’s always the possibility that 

I might lose an argument, and there’s nothing more vexing. That’s unless my 

logic is faulty, in which case it’s okay. But my logic is almost never wrong so 

losing in that case hurts my ego. 

 

When talking to one of my acquaintances, as distinct from my inner circle, 

I have to keep in check the information I reveal that I know about that person. 

That’s because I don’t want to be deemed to be a stalker when in reality I’m just 

really observant and remember tiny things about people (Also, I might have gone 

through their Facebook page once or twice and / or worked out their Disc profile 

on the run.) 

 

I despise group projects. Not only will I have to work with comparatively 

inefficient people, their skills and hard work will affect our success and that’s a 

complete nightmare. The only way I am we’re going to be even remotely 

comfortable with this group thing is if everyone listens to me and tries to follow 

the proper steps that will cause the work to finish on time and in an efficient 

manner. 

 

If, suddenly, something captures my attention, I just have to know each 

and everything about it. It often leads to me not doing other things that require my 

attention more. Same goes for puzzles or problems that involve calculation. I 

don’t let go until I’ve solved them. My methods are almost always different from 

the mainstream methods so it ticks me off even more when it doesn’t seem to 

work. 

 

It’s difficult for me to digest compliments and react to them. If someone 

says I’m “cute” or “smart”, I resist the urge to say “I know” because I already do 

know. I am self-confident and know my strengths and weaknesses. Plus, I’ve been 

told that so often that saying “thank you” again and again has become tiresome. 

 

My flirting style is an awkward mix of subtle compliments and sarcastic, 

good humoured insults. It’s different from mainstream flirting which is why our 

crushes never realize that we genuinely like them. 

 

I cannot take it when someone does something very slowly unless 

performing that action in a slow manner would improve the quality of the work. 

Nothing is more excruciating than sitting beside someone seeing them struggle as 

they slowly do whatever has to be done. We resist the urge to push them off and 

do it in their place. 

 

Whenever I end up in a situation where logic defies us and feelings take 

over, there’s at least one moment when we go completely bonkers and try to get 

rid of those feelings (“Nope, nope, nope. Feelings? Nope.”) It’s terrifying yet 

exciting at the same time. 

 

I want to ‘kill’ people on a daily basis (and don’t even deny it) because 

they act dumb, foolish, incompetent or plain annoying. 

 

I loathe having to deal with small talk. Like no, I don’t want you to ask me 

how my day was. I don’t want to ask you how your day was. I want to question 

the existence of humanity and discuss the mysteries of this world (and conspiracy 

theories! And a certain book/movie/game etc.). 

 



 

 

When I have a fight with someone, especially someone who is close to 

me, I often end up saying very hurtful things that I know will hit the spot. It’s like 

a battle of words, and I sure as hell don’t plan to lose. So, I play dirty, often 

hurting those who mean the world to me. Only realizing a couple of hours later 

that what I did was absolutely unacceptable. 

 

I’m great with pre-project preparation and planning. Sometimes I get 

interested in something out of the blue, and spend hours researching it and 

making notes and planning things. Like composing this research. But when the 

time to implement it comes around, I realise I’ve lost interest. 

 

I spend unnecessary time perfecting something knowing full well that no 

one besides me would notice that folly. Sometimes being a perfectionist sucks. 

 

Interested parties may find the following ten summarised attributes useful. 

This describes Elizabeth Hunter™, who is an Enhancer on steroids. 

 

1. I observe EVERYTHING. I notice patterns in things which seem 

insignificant to others. And I use these learned patterns to achieve 

my goals in life. 

2. I use logic AT ALL TIMES ahead of emotion. I share that trait 

with the Perfectionist. 

3. I can go for days without socialisng. In my opinion that is a 

superpower of mine. 

4. I would rate myself as at the top regarding self-discipline. I think 

that Enhancers are the most conscientious and reliable of all the 

behaviour patterns. 

5. I believe that I am the most open-minded ahead of any other 

people that also may be conscientious by nature. 

6. I am very good at pretending not to hear anything when others 

insult me, only to use their own words against them days or 

decades later. 

7. I take pride in standing out from the crowd. Others might think I 

want to fit in very badly but they cannot be any further away from 

the truth. Maybe it is because I do not like crowds or the colour of 

my polished car. 

8. On the surface, I seem to be tolerant of mistakes and stupidity but 

internally I slowly form a condescending attitude towards that 

person. They may not notice until we are no longer in contact – a 

frequent outcome. 

9. I am not afraid of telling the truth. I rarely take into account of 

what is politically correct and/or socially acceptable for the 

purpose of saving face. Having said that, I am also quite skilful at 

seeing both white and malicious lies in others. 

10. I am very introverted and confident. Others might think these two 

traits cannot mesh, but this is totally not the case. 

 
 

Composed from scanning the Blogosphere. It is not possible to allocate attributions to this 

research as Elizabeth Hunter™ is of the view that most participants in blogs contribute on line 

under some sort of alias, pen name or other form of obfuscation. 
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